Since the terminology in the literature is not unique, we first shall specify what we understand by a valuated field resp. a normed left A'-module. Let R be the set of reals with its usual ordering. Next we describe some of the general conditions, on which we shall work. A valuated field (K, | • |) or a normed left /^-module (V, || • ||) is equipped in a canonical manner with a topology arising from | • | or || • ||: We define a neighbourhood basis for 0/< or 0v by means of the set of open balls with positive radius and centre 0K or and denote the respective, translation invariant topologies by T|.| or T||.||. For our considerations, only such valuations are allowed, where T|.| is not the discrete topology. We call a valuated field (K, |-|) complete, if every Cauchy net in (K, T|.|) converges in (K,11.|). In this paper, we assume all valuated fields to be complete.
In addition to the structure of a left module, we shall introduce a further algebraic structure on V. 
A J-sqlf h is called hermitian, if (h(y,x) ).
Symmetric groupoids and powers on modules
Let K be a field with char K ^ 2. In this chapter we demonstrate, how to define a &-th power of elements of a left /v-module V for k £ Z, such that on the one hand, the formation of powers is canonical in the sense that it generalizes what is known as a fc-th power in fields, and on the other hand is most far-reaching, i.e. a good deal of operators on V come under this concept (cf. Def. (2.3) in combination with Def. (1.13)).
Our definition is motivated by definitions of powers in symmetric groupoids (in some cases, if a set is equipped with both a group structure and the structure of a symmetric groupoid, the notions of the fc-th power with respect to the given structures coincide; cf [E] , (1.13)). For a left if-module V with a J-sqlf h, which satisfies some reasonable conditions, we show how to induce the structure of a symmetric groupoid on a subset of V. This gives us the concept of a fc-th power on this subset, which we extend to whole V for k G No. Furthermore, we develop some useful formulas concerning powers on V. In the sequel, for a field K we agree to the notations c K := char A', C K := centre K, K* := /v\{0}, C* K := C K \{0}. 
For a symmetrizing J-sqlf holds
there exists ah G such that
Proof, (i) implies (i'), since c/< ^ 2. Now assume V ^ A//i, take y G V\Afh and put cr^ := . By (i'), assertions (ii') and (iii') are immediate consequences of (ii) and (iii). •
In the next proposition, we gather some further useful properties of symmetrizing J-sqlf h. K-module, and h :V xV -• K a nontrivial symmetrizing J-sqlf (i.e. 3x G V : h(x,x ) ^ 0). Then for K, A G K, the following holds:
Proof. Let x 6 V with h(x,x) 0. From (1.4), (iii) with y = kx, k € K, and the rules for 7-sqlfs we deduce Proof. By straightforward calculation, using the properties (1.4), (i')-(iii') of symmetrizing ,7-sqlfs.
• Symmetrizing J-sqlfs induce the structure of a symmetric groupoid on subsets of left modules. Restricting the consideration of *h to V\Afh X V\Aih we get Proof. By (1.7), (ii),
All axioms (0.3), (i)-(iii) are verified by calculation, using the identities in (1.3), (1.4) and (1.7). As an example, we show the left distributivity of »^r By definition of •h and (1.7), (ii) in combination with (1.3), (ii) we get Applying the definition of *h and (1.7), (i), (ii) to (x »h y) *h z) yields the term on the right side of (*) as well; therefore, is left distributive.
• for k > 2. (ii) For A; € Z, k < 0, we define mappings pk(h, e) : V\JV/, -• V\Afh by the assignment We call x^ := Pk(h, e)(x) the A;-th power of x with respect to the ,7-sqlf h and the point e.
Of course, for x € V\Afh and a given e € V\Aih, both definitions of a k-th power coincide, i.e. x^ = x^ (cf. the definition of t^ and the proof of Theorem (1.8)).
Next we show, that the term "power" is in place. First we study the relationship between the multiplicative structure of the Cayley algebra O, which can be identified canonically with R 8 , and the symmetric structure on R 8 , induced by a certain bilinear form. • By the remark before (1.3) and the definition of &-th powers on left /^-modules, x^ € span /c {a:, e}. In a subsequent coefficient theorem, we express x^ as a linear combination of x and e. We prepare for the proof of that theorem by the following lemmata.
LEMMA. Let I( be a field, CK / 2, J : K -> K an antiautomorphism, V a left K-module, h : V X V K a symmetrizing J-sqlf, and e € V\ATh. According to (1.13), by x^k\ we denote the k-th power of x 6 V\Af h with respect to h and e, k £ Z. Then the following holds:
,(») = iiiifLw . MiiiL«.
-.), h,(e,e) h(e,e)
(iv) x< fc - 1 > = (^4) 1 ( a 4rA* {k) -x^A.
\h(e,e)J \h(e,e) J
Proof. By means of (1.7) and (1.11), (i) and (ii) are shown inductively, considering the cases k € N and k < 0 separately. As an example, we present the inductive step for (ii) and k € N: (iii) and (iv) are proved by calculation, using (i) and (ii) and the representations x< fc+1 > = xW and = xW from Proposition (1.11), (i). . Throughout the whole paper, the mapping defined below plays a central role.
1.17. Definition. For a field K and he Z, by Bk we denote a mapping according to the following assignments:
Here, [r] := max{& € Z : k < r} for r 6
Obviously, Bk is homogeneous for all k G Z, i.e.
B k (<P,4>,x) = MA^A^Mx)
where denotes the domain of B k . 
Lemma. Let K be a field, 77,1? € CK• Then for T) ^ 0 the following holds:
(i) flfcfo, tf, 1) = -v k B-k (r), 7?, 1), fc e z,(ii)
Denote by x^ the k-th power of x with respect to h and e, and put j. a(x,e) h(x,x)
x /i(e,e)'
x /i(e,e)' A t (x) := B e (e x ,6 x , 1), £e{k,k-l}.
Then we have = A k (x)xe x A k -i(x)e. Since B k is homogeneous, A k (x) -B k (h(x,x),a(x,e),h(e,e)).
Proof. By induction in both cases, using the results of (1.16) and (1.18). In case of (/3), we have for the inductive step for A: € No:
ind.
Powers and iteration processes 437
-e x (6 x A k -i(x) -£ x A k -2 (x))e /, -e x A k (x)e, (1.18), (n) and similarly for k £ Z, k negative, applying (1.16), (iv) and (1.18), (iii).
•
Power iteration processes
From now on, let k 6 No. For a normed left /^-module (V, || • ||) over a complete, valuated field (K, | • |), we shall investigate iteration processes on V of the kind x »-* x^ + c and their Mandelbrot sets, where the fc-th power is formed in a way we described in the chapter before.
Since the result in this and the subsequent chapters generalize some of the results we proved in [EL] , we adopt parts of the notation and techniques used there. 
CH(I (-»• pk(h,e)(x)
+ c)
will be called a fc-th power operator map. To apply Theorem (2.5) to power iteration processes, we consider a sequence arising from such a process. For the calculations to be made in this respect we need an auxiliary lemma. 
and thus,
where A k (x) is the same as in (1.19) .
Proof. The first equation in assertion (i) obviously holds, since h is a sqlf.-By (1.4) we conclude J(e x ) = e x , J{6 X ) = S x for x € V. Applying this and (1.4) once more, the second equation of (i) follows by an easy calculation.
• 
we get a representation of x"+i, as can be shown by a simple calculation using Theorem (1.19). For x u being represented as above, we set x" := a(x",c), a{x u , c), using the representation for x" from above as well as the properties of h as a sqlf in combination with Theorem (1.19) and Lemmata t € {k, k -1} depend on R*, S* and E, we deduce (R u ,S:,E) U" + Bk-iiR^S^E^iS* -S) + R, This system of equations gives rise for the formation of an iteration district. 
)).
Restricting #f nd (E,R,S,S*) to C K x (K x C K f for any (E,R,S,S*) <E CK x C k x K x CK by omitting the last two entries we get in a natural way an assignment 
